Abstract. The present penalty-based contact treatment will lead to a simple implementation, and it is difficult to determine a suitable value of the penalty parameter. The usual way is adopting an appropriate multiple of the modulus of elasticity. In this paper, an augmented method for isogeometric contact problem was presented, and this method can alleviate the influence of parameter. As an example, a Hertz contact problem is presented, and the results are compared with Hertz theory.
Introduction
As one of the most challenging task in computational mechanics, contact problem faces two difficulties in traditional FEA: the surface normal will jump across facet boundaries and geometric inexactness results from facet approximation of contact surface [1] . NURBS has two natural advantages on contact problem: preserving geometric continuity and facilitating patch-wise contact search. It has been shown that isogeometric analysis which utilizes NURBS for both geometric description and analysis can circumvent geometry-induced problems on contact analysis.
The usual way to formulate the normal contact pressure as NN pg ε = ( N g is the gap between the contact surfaces and ε is the normal penalty parameter). The advantages of the penalty approach are obvious: the technique is quite simple, and is readily interpreted from a physical standpoint. This formulation introduces no additional equations or field variables. Unfortunately, it is also well-known that penalty methods suffer from ill-conditioning that worsens as penalty values are increased, while constraints are satisfied exactly only in the limit of infinite penalty values [2] . The augmented technique is considered an alternative approach to circumvent these difficulties.
In this paper, we apply the augmented method on isogeometric contact analysis. The numerical framework follows that in [3] . Here, we no longer simply consider the contact pressure as NN pg ε = , but introduce an augmented parameter to reduce the impact of the choice of normal penalty parameter.
Augmented Treatment of Isogeometric Contact Analysis

Isogeomtric contact analysis
Generally, we assume that two bodies in contact are elastic and all the external forces are potential forces. Let c =γ (1) ∩γ (2) denote the contact surface. The total potential is written as:
Where e Π is the elastic energy, ext Π is the potential of external forces, and c Π is the contact potential.
Here p is the Lagrangian multiplier, and N g is the gap function. They are subjected to the Kuhn-Tucker condition. The penalty regularization replaces the multiplier with the penalty functional: 
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Where <·>stands for the Macaulay bracket,. This formulation allows for some small penetration controlled by the parameter ε. The variation of c Π gives
(1) is the given point onγ (1) , which can be given on the contact surfaces
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(V P ) is the unique closet point onγ (2) , which can be given on the contact surfaces (2) (2)(2)12 (2) 
Ncrtl represents the set of control points for each body. Thus, we can get:
(1) (2) (1)(1) (2) The contact residual vectors are identified:
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Here W i is the integration weight, G is the set of Gauss points that in contact withγ (2) . To present the stiffness matrix, we introduce the notations as:
Augmented treatment
The concept of the method is remarkable simple, we formulate the contact pressure as:
NNN pg ελ =+ (10) If we update the λ as:
The gap () k N g will keep decreasing, and ultimately, the λ N will approach the contact pressure N p . The following table shows the augmented algorithm for frictionless contact. Table 1 Augmented algorithm for frictionless contact 1. Initialization: (1)()() kkk NNN g λλε
GOTO 2 ENDIF
Numeric Simulation and Analysis
The numerical example is Hertz contact problem, Figure 1 shows the geometry model and the coarsest mesh. Fig.1 The geometry model and the coarsest NURBS mesh Without applying the augmented method, the choice of normal penalty parameter ε will affect the contact area and also the contact pressure. Figure 2 shows that if ε is too small (ε= 10E , 20E, 50E; E is the modulus of elasticity), the contact area will be larger than theoretical value and cause the contact pressure to be smaller. In this situation, the larger ε we use, the contact pressure will be closer to the theory value. However, figure 3 shows that if ε is too large (ε= 100E ), the contact pressure will be unstable between the contact area and un-contact area. Figure 4 present the results of augmented treatment, it shows that as the ε grow from 10E to 100E, the value of contact area and contact pressure are much close than before. This means that the influence of epsilon has been alleviated.
Conclusions
We have recommended an augmented treatment of isogeometric contact analysis. Numerical examples have demonstrated that the method reduce the impact of the normal penalty parameter  . However, the result in the current study still does not match Hertz solution, and s further study is needed to improve the results. This paper focus on the frictionless contact problem, The extension to frictional contact is the task of an ongoing research.
